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Ombudsman’s Determination
Applicant

Mrs N

Scheme

Friends Life

Respondent

Friends Life Limited (Friends Life)

Outcome
1.

Mrs N’s complaint is upheld and to put matters right Friends Life should pay her the
unauthorised member payment tax charge and surcharge less the notional tax liability
she would have paid had the full pension been taken as an uncrystallised funds
pension lump sum (UFPLS). In addition it should pay Mrs N £1,000 for the significant
distress and inconvenience caused by its error.

2.

My reasons for reaching this decision are explained in more detail below.

Complaint summary
3.

Mrs N has complained that Friends Life undertook insufficient due diligence on the
qualifying recognised overseas pension scheme (QROPS) into which she had
requested a transfer. Had it acted appropriately it would not have accepted the
transfer instruction.

4.

Following the transfer Mrs N received the full value of her pension. At the time she
was 53. As a result she is now liable to a 55% unauthorised member payment tax
charge.

5.

Mrs N has also said she has incurred costs whilst attempting to resolve the situation
and Friends Life should pay these.

Background information, including submissions from the parties
6.

On 10 May 2011, HMRC wrote to Danica, Stockholm, confirming undertakings had
been received that Danica was a recognised overseas pension scheme, and that
HMRC would accept the scheme as a QROPS with effect from 10 May 2011. It
provided a QROPS reference number – QROPS 503810 – and confirmed that the
scheme name and country would be added to the list of accepted QROPS on
HMRC’s website.
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7.

Danica was added to the HMRC QROPS list, but then removed on 29 June 2011.

8.

In October 2011 Mrs N completed a letter of authority for an unregulated financial
intermediary; Insignia Financial Services. This was submitted to Friends Life which
responded with a transfer illustration on 3 January 2012. QROPS illustrations were
issued on 21 January 2012.

9.

On 16 February 2016, Friends Life received an Overseas Transfer Out Payment form
and Member Declaration, signed by Mrs N on 7 February 2012. Accompanying this
was the HMRC letter confirming QROPS status.

10. QROPS discharge forms were issued to Mrs N shortly after.
11. The required forms were received by Friends Life on 9 March 2012. Friends Life says
that the supplied QROPS number was checked against the QROPS list and found to
be correct. Friends Life also checked the HM Treasury sanctions list.
12. The payment of £88,622.80 was processed on 13 March 2012. I understand the
money was subsequently paid to Mrs N by the Danica arrangement and has since
been spent.
13. Friends Life were made aware of an issue with the Danica scheme, and Insignia
Financial Services on 13 April 2012.
14. Mrs N has since been contacted by HMRC and informed that the transfer was an
unauthorised payment, so it is subject to an unauthorised member payment tax
charge and surcharge of approximately £49,000. I understand this has not been paid
and remains outstanding, with interest accruing.
15. Mrs N raised a complaint about Friends Life’s actions. It did not uphold the complaint,
and made the following summarised points.


Mrs N had a statutory right to transfer, and Friends Life had no reason to think
that the information provided regarding the QROPS was false.



The QROPS number was checked against the QROPS list and found to be
correct. Although the name Danica did not appear on the QROPS list, Danica
Private Pension (Sweden) and Danica Pension (Sweden) did.



The transfer happened prior to concerns about pensions liberation being
widely recognised as an industry issue. The Pension Ombudsman has
previously said that February 2013 was the point of change in good industry
practice where knowledge of pension liberation and scams had increased.



The presence of a scheme on the QROPS list does not guarantee its QROPS
status, and HMRC forms which would have been completed by Mrs N state:
“The list should not be relied upon by you, the member in deciding whether a
scheme is a QROPS.”
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Friends Life suggested that Mrs N transferred her pension with full knowledge
of a lump sum payment being made, which was not offered under her existing
plan due to UK tax legislation. It was reasonable to expect that she would have
sought independent financial advice before proceeding. Instead she
proceeded through an unregulated financial adviser and did not seek advice
from a regulated adviser.



There was an onus on Mrs N to check the legitimacy of her financial adviser.
At the time there was no reason for Friends Life to think the financial adviser
was unregulated.

16. Friends Life had highlighted that, ‘Tax penalties may apply following a transfer to a
QROPS. It is important all implications are understood before transferring funds from
the UK’, and Mrs N had received a copy of this statement.

Adjudicator’s Opinion
17. Mrs N’s complaint was considered by one of our Adjudicators who concluded that
further action was required by Friends Life. The Adjudicator’s findings are
summarised briefly below: Central to the complaint was whether Friends Life should have acted on Mrs N’s
transfer request. Side issues relating to the legitimacy of the financial adviser
involved or any declarations signed were not integral to the complaint.
 The events complained of occurred prior to the Pension Regulator’s pension
liberation warning campaign of February 2013, at a time when checks on receiving
schemes were less rigorous. However there were reasonable basic checks that
Friends Life ought to have completed before making the transfer, including
checking HMRC’s QROPS list.
 The Danica scheme had been on the list for a short period but was removed by
the time Mrs N submitted the transfer request. Friends Life’s internal policy was
not to transfer to schemes which were not on the QROPS list.
 Although the QROPS list was checked the day before the transfer was put through
and there were two similarly named schemes on the list, the Danica scheme was
not on the list. At that point additional checks should have been undertaken to
establish why the Danica scheme was not on the list, had it done so it would have
established that the Danica scheme had been removed nine months prior.
 In these circumstances Mrs N’s pension should not have been transferred, and
had it not done so Mrs N would not now be subject to the unauthorised member
payment tax charge and surcharge.
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 To put matters right Friends Life should agree to meet the full cost of the
unauthorised member payment tax charge and in addition pay Mrs N £500 for the
distress and inconvenience suffered.
 The Adjudicator did not consider Friends Life should be required to pay the costs
Mrs N incurred when bringing the complaint. The complaint could have been
referred to this Office and resolved without the involvement of her representative.
 Additionally, in relation to potential accountant’s fees she may incur, the
Adjudicator concluded she would have needed to pay similar costs had the funds
been received through legitimate means.
18. Mrs N did not accept the Adjudicator’s Opinion and the complaint was passed to me
to consider. Mrs N and Friends Life provided further comments which are
summarised below.
19. Friends Life said: Friends Life accepted the recommended redress in principle, but highlighted that it
had already paid a 40% Scheme Sanction Charge and Mrs N was, under the
Adjudicator’s recommendation, in effect being paid the fund value without any tax
liability. Friends Life proposed to pay the unauthorised member charge less the
notional tax Mrs N would have paid had she legitimately accessed the full fund
value under the current rules. It calculated the tax she would have paid to be
£15,294.34.
 Friends Life also considered that given Mrs N’s position it was reasonable for her
to have sought independent financial advice given its recommendation that she do
so, and especially given her unfamiliarity with UK taxation laws. In not doing so
Mrs N had contributed to the risk that her pension could be adversely impacted by
the transfer.
Mrs N said: The proposed redress would have significant tax consequences for her as a U.S.
resident. As a result the redress would not put her back into the position she
should have been had the error not occurred.
 She had incurred significant expenditure appointing a representative to pursue the
complaint on her behalf. Those costs, and the cost of receiving appropriate cross
border tax advice, would continue to rise. Given the complexity of the issues in the
complaint, and the tax complications she could not have brought the complaint
without specialist assistance.
 The redress methodology used by Friends Life show a misunderstanding of
Mrs N’s tax position. For instance it has suggested that she would be entitled to a
personal allowance, when as a U.S. resident this is not the case.
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The wording of the redress must be specifically tailored to avoid potential tax
complications in the UK and U.S. Friends Life should pay the costs associated
with drafting agreeable wording to avoid those tax complications.



Friends Life should provide an indemnity to cover the potential tax liability arising
from the redress payment.



She was very distressed by the situation, has been unable to sleep and it has
impacted her health.

20. On review of Friends Life’s and Mrs N’s responses to the Opinion the Adjudicator
made the following points: Friends Life’s offer to pay the unauthorised member payment tax charge and
surcharge, less the tax Mrs N would have paid had the pension been paid as an
UFPLS, was reasonable in the circumstances. The recommended redress was
altered to reflect this.
 The redress was not intended to pay Mrs N’s tax liability. Mrs N was the party
subject to the liability and would need to pay this. The redress was intended to
make good a relevant proportion of that loss once it had been paid. Under this
arrangement the reference to a personal allowance was only notional it did not
appear that Mrs N would be subject to punitive tax charges as the redress was
intended to make good Friends Life’s error.
 Given the significant impact on Mrs N’s health the Adjudicator increased the
proposed distress and inconvenience award to £1,000, which Friends Life agreed
to.
21. Having considered Mrs N’s arguments they do not change the outcome. I agree with
the Adjudicator’s Opinion, summarised above, and I will therefore only respond to the
key points made by Mrs N for completeness.

Ombudsman’s decision
22. Mrs N argues that she could not have brought the complaint without employing the
assistance of tax and pensions specialist. I do not agree. In the first instance a
complaint can be passed to the Pensions Advisory Service, who can guide an
applicant through the Scheme’s complaint process and provide technical input where
the applicant lacks an understanding of the issues involved. In this case TPAS
considered it too late to intervene due to the potential time limits of referral to this
Office. So it was not a lack of understanding that prevented TPAS from taking on the
case.
23. Notwithstanding that, had Mrs N not accepted Friends Life’s response to the
complaint she could have brought the complaint directly to this Office for review.
Although Mrs N’s representative disagrees, I am confident that this Office has the
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expertise to investigate complaints about pension liberation. The representative’s
involvement has not brought any unknown evidence or arguments to the
investigation. Mrs N was entitled to seek assistance in this matter, but that does not
mean Friends Life are responsible for the costs incurred where there are free dispute
resolution alternatives available to her. For that reason I do not consider Friends Life
should pay the costs she is claiming.
24. I understand that as a U.S. tax resident there may be complications in Mrs N’s tax
situation on receipt of the redress payment. Her UK and U.S. accountants have said
they will not provide advice on the matter because of the complications. The redress
may cause her to have to seek specialist tax advice. However, tax is matter for Mrs N
and the local tax authorities. It is not for me to determine any future tax liability she
may have, and it may ultimately be that there is none.
25. I have also taken into account that had Mrs N taken her pension through legitimate
means she would have needed to seek tax advice regardless, so in my view the
position has not changed. Mrs N will have had to pay for tax advice at some time or
another regardless of how the pension was accessed.
26. Friends Life has said it does not believe that the redress payment would be taxable,
but that it would reconsider its position if at a later date it can be shown that Mrs N
had suffered a tax liability, although it would not agree to an indemnity. This is a
reasonable stance for Friends Life to take. Mrs N should establish any resultant tax
liability due to the redress and communicate that to Friends Life if necessary.
27. Looking at the proposed redress methodology, Mrs N may disagree with certain
assumptions made by Friends Life, but I consider they are reasonable assumptions. I
note in particular that in relation to the personal allowance, under this notional
methodology, she is better off for it being included than if Friends Life assumed no
personal allowance.
28. The approach taken to offsetting the notional income tax that Mrs N would have paid
had she taken the full fund value as an UFPLS is balanced and appropriate. This
places Mrs N broadly in line with the position she would have been had the pension
been taken in full under the current rules. I believe that is an appropriate remedy for
the error caused by Friends Life.
29. Therefore, I uphold Mrs N’s complaint.

Directions
30. Within 28 days of this determination Friends Life should establish the unauthorised
member payment tax charge and surcharge less the notional tax liability of
£15,294.34 she would have paid had the full pension been taken as an uncrystallised
funds and pay this to Mrs N.
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31. Additionally it should pay £1,000 for the significant distress and inconvenience
suffered.

Anthony Arter
Pensions Ombudsman
27 June 2017
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